Hyperspectral imaging provides more information than conventional RGB images. However, its high dimensionality prevents its adaptation to the existing image processing techniques. Defining full-band spectral feature is the first missing step, which is currently dealt with indirectly by band selection or dimension reduction. This article proposes a spectral feature extraction method using the mathematical moments to quantify the shape of the reflectance spectrum from different aspects. A whole family of features is presented by changing the moment attributes. All the features and their combinations are extensively tested in texture analysis of a new hyperspectral image database from textile samples (SpecTex). Two supervised experiments are performed: image patch classification and pixel-wise mosaic image segmentation. The proposed features are compared to four other features: the grayscale intensity, the RGB and CIELab values, and the principal components. Also, three analysis methods are tested: co-occurrence matrix, Gabor filter bank, and local binary pattern. In all cases, the moment features outperformed the opponents. Notably, combining the moment features with complementary attributes remarkably improved the performance. The most discriminative combinations are studied and formulated in this article.
Introduction
Spectral imaging has gained significant applications in remote sensing [1, 2] , cultural heritage [3] , face recognition [4] , medical diagnosis [5] , and color management and printing [6] . However, an impediment to its widespread employment is the lack of feature extraction methods. Grayscale image processing techniques rely on the order that the scalar pixel intensity naturally exerts on the feature space. Similar order does not exist in a spectral vector space. Extending grayscale techniques to RGB images by introducing heuristic ordering to the RGB color space has been studied [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, for spectral vector spaces with high dimensions, these methods fail either theoretically or computationally.
Current methods deal with the problem indirectly in three ways. The first way is to apply a dimension reduction step before the feature extraction and project the data to a lowdimensional subspace [12, 13] . Second is to quantize the high-dimensional space and identify a set of endmembers to represent the original intractable manifold and order the endmembers based on a criterion [9, 14] . The third method is band selection, where one or a few discriminating bands are extracted and the rest are discarded [8, 15, 16] . Methods that directly handle the original full bands are missing.
In this work, novel spectral features based on the mathematical moments of the spectra are proposed. Mathematical moments are long known for invariant feature extraction from grayscale images [17] . In that application, moments express the spatial variation of the neighboring pixels' intensities, whereas here, they describe the variations in a pixel's spectrum as a function of wavelength, i.e., the shape of the spectrum. In this article, two types of moments are defined. First one describes the spectrum as a function of wavelength, and the second as the probability function of reflectance factors independent of wavelength. These moments are defined for both the original spectrum and the L 1 -normalized version. Also, raw and central moments, and the moment's order are studied. Based on these four attributes, a variety of moment features are proposed here.
The proper combination of multiple features has repeatedly shown to improve the classification performance [18, 19] . Adjusting the moment attributes provide complementary features that emphasize different aspects of the data. It is shown in this article that the multifaceted approach of the proposed moment features toward describing the spectral shape offers an excellent possibility to tailor the feature vector with desired attributes by combining multiple features. Two supervised tests are performed in order of difficulty: image patch classification and pixel-wise mosaic image segmentation. The patch experiment is to study the attributes of the moment features and to identify and formulate the most discriminative combinations. In this experiment features belong purely to one class. The segmentation test is for empirical evaluation of the moment features in comparison with four other features, i.e., grayscale intensity, RGB and CIELab values, and principal components, in a realistic scenario. This task is more difficult, because the features are from a mixture of classes on the borders of the mosaic tiles. The classifier is a k-nearest neighbor in all cases.
While the moment features represent the spectral dimension, the spatial dependencies of pixels can be presented by the texture [20, 21] . Texture analysis of spectral images is not straightforward, because the analysis tools work with grayscale images. However, the scalar-valued moment features and the natural ordering that they exert on the feature space can be used directly to adapt the existing methods to spectral images. In this article, the potency of the proposed features is tested in spectral texture analysis application with three methods: the gray level cooccurrence matrix (GLCM) with Haralick descriptors [22] , the Gabor filter bank [23] , and the local binary pattern (LBP) [24] . Combining texture features with pixel-wise features is also mentioned in several studies [25] [26] [27] . In this work, the combination of texture features with the spectral signature of the pixel is also tested in the segmentation experiment to improve the segmentation results on border areas.
Several benchmark image databases exist for grayscale and RGB texture analysis, but spectral image datasets are rare [28] . A new spectral image database is also introduced in this work with 60 textile samples from different textures. The images are captured with a line-scanning spectral camera in the visible wavelength range 400-780 nm with 5-nm intervals, which is equal to 77 samples per pixel. The images are flat-fielded so that the pixel's spectrum represents the reflectance factor at each wavelength. This new Spectral Texture (SpecTex) database is available for download from [29] .
Related work
Texture analysis of spectral data is performed either by defining an ordering on the spectral vector space, or by considering each band separately. Barra [30] transformed the multivariate MRI images of the brain to a two-dimensional space with principal component analysis and used lexicographic ordering to implement the LBP method. Song et al. [31] extended the LBP method for spectral texture analysis in remote sensing application by ordering the spectral data based on the Euclidean L 1 -norm. Khelifi et al. [32] proposed a band selection method for segmenting the spectral mosaic images of the prostate based on the texture, by using co-occurrence matrices of the selected bands. In this article, however, the scalar moment features represent the spectrum as a whole and not based on a few selected sub-bands or a transformed subspace.
Several other studies have also approached the problem of full-band spectral feature extraction. Ledoux et al. [33] addressed the necessity of defining spectral features that directly relate to the spectrum. They defined morphological operators for the spectral data by introducing an ordering based on the Mover's distance and used their operators in spectral texture analysis. Deborah et al. [34] discussed four approaches toward the spectrum: vector space, manifold, distribution, and sequence. They examined several spectral ordering methods based on these approaches. Deborah et al. [35] also focused on spectral space ordering based on the distance measures and assessed the uncertainty of different ordering methods by using median filters. In this article, the mathematical moments are proposed to quantify the overall shape of the reflectance spectra with scalar numbers, which exert an ordering on the space naturally.
Mathematical moments are long known in image analysis applications [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . Some studies use moments to describe the transformed image in frequency space. Bigun et al. [41] used complex moments in Gabor space as texture features. Boaz et al. [42] used moments of the frequency spectrum of textured objects to extract their shape. Other studies use the moments to express the spatial variations of pixels. Kumar et al. [25] classified spectral images by combining the pixels' spectrum with the spatial moment features that are extracted from the first principal component image. Mirzapour et al. [26] also combined the spectral signature with the spatial moments from the principal component images to form a spatiospectral feature vector. Zhang et al. [27] classified spectral laparoscopic image patches by concatenating the LBP texture histograms of separate bands and the average reflectance spectrum of the patch as the feature vector.
In this work, however, the moments are used directly on the spectral dimension of the image cubes, and the spatial dependencies are left to the texture analysis step. A major advantage of this approach is the flexibility to handle the image cube regardless of its spectral dimension. For example, the proposed method can be applied even on the typical RGB images with only three bands.
Methods
In this work, a family of moment features for spectral data is proposed. Defining separate features for different aspects of data and combining them is a strategy that has shown merit [43] . Moment features offer the opportunity to construct numerous combinations from a range of available components. This article tests all the possible feature combinations. The first experiment studies the feature attributes and identifies the best combinations in a texture analysis application. The second experiment comparatively evaluates the proposed features with four other features in a real scenario. The baseline comparison is to the grayscale intensity (Gray) which is simulated from the spectral images as the average of all the bands. Next is the RGB values which are simulated from the spectral images with CIE-1964 color matching functions and the D65 standard illumination. CIELab values are calculated from the RGB values with the D65 as the reference point. Last is the principal components (PC) of the spectral data which are calculated from a 21 × 21 window around each pixel. The components of these opponent features are not complementary features; therefore, combining them does not necessarily improve the performance. Moment features offer more flexibility to tailor the suitable combinations. The segmentation experiment tests this hypothesis.
Spectral image cube
The incident light on a surface interacts with the matter in a number of ways. The ratio of the light that is reflected back is decided by the surface's spectral reflectance factor. According to the Lambertian model for matte or diffused reflecting surfaces, the reflectance factor is a real-valued function of the light's wavelength λ, denoted by R(λ) ∈ [0, 1]. The radiometric measurement of this function in a certain wavelength interval Λ ∈ [λ 1 , λ 2 ] with a system of k narrow-band sensors centered at {λ i } k i=1 provides an approximate sampled representation of the reflectance spectrum as a discrete function R(λ i ), i = 1, . . . , k based on the Dirac sampling comb model.
The reflectance spectrum in the visible range of light Λ ∈ [380, 740nm] is fully accountable for the surface color of an object for any arbitrary light source and observer. That is, if the surface's spectral reflectance is known, one can simulate the colorimetric measurement of the surface under any given light source and observer or detector. Therefore, the reflectance spectrum provides more information about the surface properties compared to the wideband colorimetric measurements such as RGB values from the cameras.
Moment features
Moments are scalar values that quantify the shape of a function, or the distribution of a set of points in the space. The nth-order moment M n of a continuous function f (x) about a point c is defined as
For a discrete function or a set of points, the definition is
The moments about the center c = 0 are crude or raw moments. If f (x) is a probability function, the ratio
is the mean of the random variable x. If f (x) is also a probability density function (PDF), i.e., it sums up to one, then M 0 = 1. The moments about the mean value
are called central moments and are denoted by μ n . Central moments are invariant to translation, and homogeneous of degree n, for n = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, central moments associate with the shape of the function rather than its location in the domain.
On the other hand, the moments of the PDF of a population can be estimated from the population's data sample. Knowing the PDF itself is not required in this case. For a sample set {X i }, i = 1, . . . , k that is collected from a population, the moments of the population's PDF f (x) are estimated bŷ
To quantify the shape characteristics of a reflectance spectrum, moments are therefore promising tools. In this article, both types of defining the moments in Eqs. (1) and (2) are used to define moment features for spectral data. These are referred to as type-I and type-II hereafter. If we consider the spectral reflectance R(λ i ) as a function of wavelength λ, following Eq. (2), the raw and central type-I moments are, respectively,
On the other hand, considering R(λ i ) values as a set of population data sample, regardless of their order that is asserted by λ, we can define another set of type-II raw and central moments using Eq. 
Moments in Eqs. (6) and (7) are neither the estimates of moments in Eqs. (4) and (5), nor the moments of the same function. The latter are moments of R(λ i ), whereas the former are the estimated moments of a PDF function that R(λ i ) values are sampled from. This idea is shown in Fig. 1 . By stacking the R(λ i ) values along the blues lines and discarding the wavelength information, we get the histogram in Fig.  1b . This histogram is an estimate of the probability function that is shown symbolically in Fig. 1 . Moments in Eqs. (6) and (7) are estimated moments of this function without explicitly knowing it. Because moments offer a poly-angular point of view for quantifying the spectral characteristics, a good strategy is to isolate each characteristic and construct complementary features that are used in combination. The two most prominent spectral characteristics are the overall reflectance level, that is exhibited by the spectrum norms and is responsible for the sample's brightness, and the wavelength-dependent shape that decides the color. Normalizing R(λ i ) by its L 1 -norm emphasizes its shape, and it is written as
The moments of r (λ i ) are also proposed and studied in this article. For computational convenience, the countable domain variable (wavelength) Λ = {λ 1 , . . . , λ k } is replaced with natural numbers {1, . . . , k}. Thus, the reflectance function can be written with series notation R i and r i . 
Moment feature naming notation
which is independent of reflectance and depends only on the sample number k, and is insignificant as k grows. Therefore, Sir-n features are similar to Sor-n features for large values of k, and they are not considered further. Moreover, the first central moment in all cases is equal to zero. For example,
Sor1 is also a constant value equal to one because it is the sum of r i for i = 1, . . . , k. All other remaining moment features are valid features that are further studied in this article. Table  1 lists the features in seven columns or categories based on the first three attributes, and in six rows based on the fourth attribute or the moment order, which is studied in this article from n = 1 to n = 6. A MATLAB code for calculating the proposed moment features is available [29] .
Analogy to existing features
Moments of a function are its projections onto a polynomial basis. They are commonly used in statistics, physics, and mechanics. They characterize the nature of a set of points or a function. For example, they specify the extent of an ellipsoid that fits a point cloud, or the peakedness or skewness of a function. In physics, for the mass function of an object at each point x in space, the zeroth moment M 0 is the total mass,
is the center of the gravity or centroid, M 2 is the distribution of mass or the moment of inertia, and √ M 2 /M 0 is called the radius of gyration. In statistics, for a probability function, the moments quantify the distribution's shape. Also, the descriptive statistics of the random variable are presented by the moments. For example, M 0 is the mean or expected value,
is the variance, and M 3 and M 4 are the skewness and the kurtosis after normalization. In mechanics, moments are used to describe the mass distribution of a rigid body.
For the reflectance spectrum, type-I and type-II moments express the characteristic wavelengths and reflectance factors, respectively. For example, Mor1 is equal to the mean wavelength of the reflectance spectrum, that is the average wavelength of the light coming from an equi-energy light source and reflected by the surface. Mir2 is the wavelength variance. But, SoR1 is the mean of R i values, that is the mean reflectance factor, and SiR2 is the variance. SoR-n moments are equal to the L n -norms of the spectral reflectance in the vector space. Also, the ratio
SoR2
SoR1 is related to the cosine of the angle between the reflectance vector and the equi-energy white vector. The cosine angle is frequently used as a measure of goodness of fit.
Texture analysis methods
In this section, the three texture analysis methods and their parameters are briefly discussed. Figure 2 shows the processing pipeline. The moment features are the result of the point-wise feature extraction block and enable the texture analysis of the spectral data. The texture analysis method determines the texture feature, and the classifier assigns a label to the pixel based on that feature. Texture feature is collected from a neighborhood of pixels to capture the spatial relations. We call this feature the texture feature vector to distinguish it from the point-wise feature. The dimensionality of the texture feature vector depends on the method and its parameters and is discussed in the following sections.
All three methods here originally operate on grayscale images. In all three cases, the core requirement is the total ordering that the scalar pixel intensity exerts among the pixels. Consequently, any scalar feature can replace the grayscale intensity. Each of the proposed moment features represents the spectral image cube as a grayscale image that we call the feature image. Applying the texture analysis methods on the feature image is then straightforward. In the following, the term moment feature or a 4-character name may refer to a proposed moment feature or its texture feature vector from one of the methods interchangeably based on the context.
In all the experiments the classifier is a k-nearest neighbor classifier, which labels the input feature vector based on its closest match in the training set, according to the Minkowski first-order distance as the similarity measure. The classifier's parameter k, i.e., the number of neighbors, is set to k = 1 based on the preliminary tests. Local binary pattern (LBP)-The LBP method codes all the possible texture structures, i.e., textons, in a window neighborhood and uses the histogram of the codes as the texture feature. Numerous versions of LBP are proposed in the literature. A list of these variants, plus a recent state-ofthe-art version can be found in [44, 45] . In a grayscale image, the LBP code of a pixel with intensity x c , where the subscript c specifies the center of a neighborhood of p pixels with intensities {x d, p, j } p−1 j=0 , which are distributed evenly on a circle with radius d, is
where s is the sign function. The LBP operator assigns a pdigit binary number to each of the 2 p possible textons. The codes are the result of comparing the intensity of the central pixel to its neighbors. The histogram of the LBP codes in an image area is used as the texture feature vector of that area. The histogram has 2 p bins, one for each of the possible LBP values LBP d, p ∈ {0, . . . , 2 p − 1}. The histogram is an empirical estimate of the probability distribution of the LBP codes in a certain texture. In a subsequent LBP version [24] , all the textons with circularly connected 0/1 values are given individual histogram bins, whereas all the other disconnected textons are aggregated in a single last bin. In this way, p( p − 1) + 3 bins are formed for a p-neighbor operator. For the connected or the so-called uniform patterns the function
which counts the 0/1 transitions in the texton code, is equal to or less than two. Thus, the operator is noted as L B P u2 d, p . The uniform patterns are more robust texture representatives. The experiments here are performed with the L B P u2 1,8 operator. Therefore, the LBP texture feature vector has 59 dimensions or bins for each input moment feature. Instead of interpolating the values on the circular locations in Eq. (9), the adjacent eight pixel values are used to calculate the LBP code. Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)-Cooccurrence matrix counts the occurrence of pixels with equal gray-level values that are separated from each other with a certain spatial offset. Haralick et al. [22] proposed fourteen features to characterize the co-occurrence matrix in texture analysis purposes. In this article, five of the original features are used: energy, entropy, contrast, correlation, and homogeneity. The GLCM is calculated locally at each pixel location with 7 × 7 and 15 × 15 window sizes separately. One and two pixels away from the central pixel at 0 • , 45 • , 90 • , and 135 • directions are considered as eight different offsets. That is a total of 16 GLCM matrices, which lead to a 16 × 5 = 80-dimensional Haralick feature vector for each pixel. To reduce the size of the co-occurrence matrices the range of the pixel values is quantized into a number of bins equal to the window size. The scalar features replace the gray-level values to construct the GLCM matrices. For each scalar feature in the combination, 80 components is added to the length of the combined feature vector. A preprocessing step normalizes the training and the testing feature vectors separately, so that the largest value among all the dimensions and all the feature vectors is equal to one. Gabor filters-A Gabor filter in the spatial space is a sinusoidal waveform multiplied by a Gaussian bell applied on a grayscale image. Changing the orientation and the wavelength of the sinusoidal wave creates a filter bank that is used previously in texture analysis [23] . In this article, only the magnitude response of the filter bank is used, and the phase is discarded. A set of five different wavelengths {2, 3, 5, 7, 10} (pixels/cycle) in combination with six orientations {0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150} (degrees) make a bank of 30 filters. The Gabor texture feature for each pixel is therefore a 30-dimensional vector. To combine features, the Gabor filter bank is applied on each scalar feature image separately. Each feature adds 30 components to the size of the final Gabor texture feature.
The filters are calculated and applied on the scalar feature images by using MATLAB's gabor and imgaborfilt functions. The spatial span of the filters for each of the above wavelengths is 33, 49, 81, 113, and 159 pixels. However, the Gaussian factor attenuates the tail rapidly away from the filters' center. A preprocessing step smooths the Gabor responses with a Gaussian low-pass filter with standard deviation equal to 1.5 times the wavelength of each filter. The training and the test set features are further normalized to have zero mean and unit variance separately.
Combining moment features
The texture feature vectors that result from several moment features can be concatenated to make a large vector that carries the texture information of all the constituent feature images. The combined vector is
where H is a feature vector from any of the texture analysis methods and x is the number of combined vectors. Let X = {MoR1, MoR2, . . . , Sor6} be the set of all the 38 moment features, and let X x = P(X ) be all the possible subsets of X with exactly x members. That is, X 1 = {MoR1, . . . , Sor6}, X 2 = {{MoR1, MoR2}, {MoR1, -MoR3}, . . . {Sor5, SoR6}}, and X 3 = {{MoR1, MoR2, MoR3}, . . . , {Sor4, Sor5, Sor6}}. There are 38 1 = 38 members in X 1 , 38 2 = 703 members in X 2 , and 38 3 = 8436 members in X 3 . Each member of X x specifies a possible combination of moment features for making a feature vector F x . For example, Mir3-SoR1 is a 2-feature combination, and MiR3-SoR1-Sor5 is a 3-feature combination. The order of the features in the combination is inconsequential.
In the patch classification task in Sect. 3.5 all the possible F x combinations are exhaustively tested for x = 1, 2, 3 with the LBP method. The results are used to study the effect of each attribute on the feature quality and to determine the best choices for making combined features. Moreover, the most powerful moment order (n) for each feature category is determined, and seven features, i.e., one from each category or column in Table 1 , are shortlisted for the second experiment. The shortlisting of the moment features enables the testing of combinations with more than three members in the second experiment, because otherwise the number of possibilities is too large for any practical purpose.
Spectral Texture (SpecTex) database
For evaluating the proposed moment features, a new spectral image database is collected from 60 textile samples. Spectral images are captured with a line-scanning spectral camera ImSpector V8 (Specim Spectral Imaging Ltd., Finland). The camera is a push broom sensor, i.e., it captures the image one spatial line at a time and forms the final spectral cube by stacking the lines. A moving table with a stepper motor moves the sample in front of the camera. Figure 3a shows the imaging setup. The light source is a GretagMacbeth SpectraLight III unit (X-Rite, Inc., the USA) with a D65 standard illumination simulator. It lights the samples directionally from above to accentuate their texture. In a multi-column capture, the table (a) (b) Fig. 3 Imaging setup. a The sample is lit from a 45 • angle, and the camera points perpendicularly to the sample. A moving table performs the push broom scanning. b The sample's moving path in a multi-column imaging session; the sample is moved and imaged along the red part of the path and only moved along the gray part traverses a path similar to Fig. 3b to cover a wider sample area. The dataset is collected in two batches. The first batch (samples 1 to 23) is captured in two 6.4 cm × 12.8 cm columns, i.e., a total of 164 cm 2 of square-shaped area. The second batch (samples 24-60) is captured in three 7 cm × 21 cm columns, covering 441 cm 2 of square-shaped area. To reduce the noise, a 4 × 4 and 6 × 6 binning is applied for each batch, respectively. The vertical movement step is chosen to yield a square pixel size. The spatial image size is 640 × 640 pixels for both batches. Thus, the spatial sampling resolution is 640 2 164 cm 2 = 25(sample/mm 2 ) and 640 2 441 cm 2 = 9(sample/mm 2 ) for each batch. Spectrally, the images are captured in the visible light 400-780 nm with a 5-nm interval, i.e., 77 bands.
The spectral image cubes are flat-fielded so that each pixel specifies a reflectance spectrum. Flat-fielding is the process of pixel-wise subtraction of the dark-frame readings from the image and division by the measurements of a reference white sample. This process also cancels out the effect of light source non-uniformity, lens vignetting, and the sensor's fixed pattern photoresponse non-uniformity (PRNU) noise. Subtracting the dark-frame reduces the readout noise. The camera's exposure time is decided based on the reference white measurement so that the sensor is exposed to 80% of its whole dynamic range at the brightest image band. This assures that the sensor is never saturated, and it keeps a small cap for linear measurement of the fluorescent samples. A 450-ms exposure time satisfied this criterion in practice. Figure 4 shows the simulated RGB images of the SpecTex samples, under D65 illumination. The samples are named T01-T60 from top left to bottom right. They are selected from a wide range of colors and textures to increase the versatility of the database. The textures' spatial period varies from a few pixels to a few hundred. Textures are formed by the textile's weaving and dyeing patterns. Weaving pattern determines the three-dimensional surface roughness that modulates the incident light and forms the luminance texture. Dyeing pattern decides the color texture. Multiple texture types with different periods might exist in a sample. Figure 5 shows the CIEL*a*b* gamut of the available colors. The gamut extends beyond the gamut of Munsell book of color, which is plotted for comparison. Also, Fig. 6 shows the RGB palette of the SpecTex gamut.
The SpecTex database is distributed with a novel data management architecture based on the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF). The proposed architecture is designed with remarkable features to address the requirements of handling the spectral image cubes. TIFF allows saving a stack of multiple images in separate image file directories (IFDs) within a single file. The proposed architecture uses the first IFD to save a simulated RGB presentation of the image cube and saves each band as a separate grayscale image in the following IFDs. The operating system automatically creates a file-manager thumbnail view from the RGB image in the first IFD. Also, it is possible to browse through the bands of the spectral image cube with any standard image viewer application, because they recognize the TIFF file format. The SpecTex database, along with a MATLAB reader/writer function for handling the proposed architecture, is available for download at [29] .
Image patch classification
To evaluate the proposed features, a supervised texture classification experiment with LBP method is carried out on the SpecTex database. Every image cube is divided into several small patches and assigned to either the training or the test set. A downsampled version of SpecTex image cubes with 160×160 spatial pixels and 40 spectral samples is used in the experiments. The scaling is performed by MATLAB's tformarray function with cubic interpolation and anti-aliasing. The scaled version better suits the small 3×3 window size of the L B P u2 1,8 operator for capturing the textures that span over tens of pixels in the original full-resolution version. Each patch is padded symmetrically by one pixel from each side so that the L B P u2 1, 8 operator is applicable on the edges. Classification is repeated with all feature combinations F x for x = 1, 2, 3. The patch assigning process is as follows. Starting from the top left corner, the spectral image is divided into square-sized patches. The extra rows and columns at the bottom and right side of the image that do not make a complete patch are discarded. Patches in every other row and every other column are assigned to the training set, and the rest to the test set. This arrangement provides a reasonable 1-3 Fig. 7 Patch size selection process: The first three plots show the classification accuracy rate versus the patch size. The average, 25th-75th% percentiles, and the maximum/minimum accuracy rates are presented by the blue line, the light-blue shaded area, and the red lines, respectively. The gray bars show the inverse relation between the training set size and the patch size. The vertical axis unit in this case is natural numbers, and not percentages. The green bar shows the selected patch size, which is 10 × 10 pixels training-to-test set size ratio and assures that the patches in both sets represent all image areas.
Each patch is represented to the classifier by one LBP histogram from all its pixels. The larger the patch size is, the more populated the histogram bins become, which in turn stabilizes the histogram. On the other hand, the larger the training set, the better the classifier learns the feature space. However, with a fixed image size, the size and the number of the patches are inversely related. A preliminary test with only one training and three test patches from each class was conducted to decide the proper patch size. All possible sizes from 4 × 4 to 80 × 80 were tested. Figure 7 shows the inverse relation between the size and the number of the training patches and the distribution of the obtained accuracy rates. Based on these plots, the patch size 10 × 10 was chosen for running the actual tests, which leads to (160/10) 2 = 256 patches for each class. That is 256/4 = 64 patches for the training set and 3 × 64 = 192 for testing. No rows or columns of pixels are wasted with this patch size. With 192 test patches per class, the classification accuracy rate can be reported with quantization steps as small as almost 0.5%. And finally, this patch size gives a balanced difficulty level to the experiment so that the comparison between the features is more accurate.
Classification results are summarized in confusion matri-
x , x ∈ {1, 2, 3} be the three-dimensional matrix that is formed by concatenating all the confusion matrices of classification with feature combinations F x , x = 1, 2, 3. The matrix element c i jk specifies how many test patches from class i are labeled as class j for classification with the kth x-feature combination. Therefore, In Sect. 4.1 the per-class and per-feature analysis of the distribution of the accuracy rates are presented using the box-plots of the rows and the columns of matrix A x . In per-feature analysis, matrix A x can be written in columnwise format as A x = [a 1 , . . . , a N x ] , where each a k is a vector of 60 accuracy rates, one for each class. The average classification accuracy rates isĀ
, and σ captures the descending order of the average accuracy values. As the sorted average accuracy, plots ofĀ s x show the configurations with highest accuracy performance, but further understanding the role of each moment feature requires a better tool.
Feature combination ranking
Elaborating on the quality of moment features attributes and the role of each member in a combined feature vector is difficult according to the accuracy of the combinations only. An ad hoc scoring method based onĀ s x values is presented here to address this problem. The score s xt of a feature t for all its appearances in x-feature combinations, where t is any of the 38 features, is
where w k is the weighting coefficient w k = (m−k+1) m and 1 is the indicator function,
and m is the smallest value of the set argmax m |∪ m k=1 X x (σ k )|, where |.| is the set cardinality, i.e., the number of its unique members. For each t, s xt in Eq. (10) is a weighted sum of the highest m values ofĀ s x , in which feature t is part of the x-feature combination. The membership of feature t in each x-feature combination is denoted by the indicator function 1. The weight w k ∈ [0, 1] linearly penalizesā σ k values in descending order. That is the higher values contribute more to the score. Finally, starting from the first member in X x (σ k ), m is the minimum number of x-feature combinations that is required to be considered in s xt , so that each of the 38 moment features in X 1 is used at least once. In practice, the value of m happened to be 38, 317, and 506, for 1-, 2-, and 3-feature combinations, respectively. The series of t values of s xt for t = 1, . . . , 38 is written as S x .
In short, the score S x decomposes the m best x-feature combinations to their constituent components and score those components based on their frequency of occurrence and the accuracy rate they yield. Section 4.1 presents the ranking results based on s xt scores.
Mosaic Image Segmentation
In the second experiment, the pixel-wise segmentation of a spectral mosaic image, the pixel features near the borders have mixed signatures from several classes. This makes the task more challenging and realistic. The spectral mosaic image is formed by joining 16 texture classes of SpecTex database in a 4 × 4 grid. Each image has a spatial size of 64 × 64 pixels, which makes a total of 256 × 256 pixels. The chosen classes are among the difficult ones in the patch classification experiment with relatively similar luminance and color textures. Figure 8 shows the simulated RGB image of the spectral mosaic image and the color-coded groundtruth image with the SpecTex class number of each tile.
The pixel-wise segmentation is performed by sliding a 21 × 21 pixel window over the image. The window moves one pixel at a time, and at each location, the texture feature from the 400 pixels in the window is assigned to the window's central pixel. The classifier assigns a label to the pixel and the window slides ahead until all pixels are segmented. The mosaic image is symmetrically padded by 10 pixels from each side so that the window is applicable on the pixels at the very edge. Training set features for each class are collected by applying the same window on 500 random locations in the original image cube, from areas other than the first 64 × 64 pixels, which are used to make the mosaic image. The results (a) (b) Fig. 8 Pixel-wise mosaic image segmentation experiment. a The simulated RGB image of the mosaic spectral cube; b the color-coded groundtruth image that is used for visual evaluation of the segmentation results; the number of the selected samples from the SpecTex database is shown on the patches are evaluated visually based on the color-coded spatial error maps and the overall accuracy rate. The window size is chosen experimentally, to provide a reasonable trade-off between feature stability and locality. Increasing the window size stabilizes the texture feature, but impairs its locality and specificity, specially on the border areas between the tiles with mixed feature signatures. The locality problem can be tackled by mixing point-wise features with the region-based texture feature. This method is also tested here by concatenating the pixel's reflectance spectrum to the texture feature vector.
The segmentation experiment is performed by LBP, Gabor, and GLCM methods. The moment feature that are tested here are the seven selected features in the first experiment, that is one feature from each category. All the possible 1-7-feature combinations of the shortlist are tested. That is a total of components are tested. For the features with more than one scalar component, the texture analysis method is applied on each component separately. For example, the LBP method is applied on the red, green, and blue feature images independently. However, for the RGB features, the opponent color LBP method [43] is also tested here. In this LBP variant, nine LBP codes are generated for each pixel by choosing the central value and the neighboring pixels from different components. The combinations are RR, RG, RB, GR, GG, GB, BR, BG, and BB. The codes are gathered in separate histograms, which are later concatenated to form the final texture feature.
Results
Visual inspection of the feature images by scaling and displaying them as grayscale images shows how they characterize the spectrum's shape in many different ways. Some of these feature images are shown here. Figure 9 presents the simulated RGB images of three SpecTex texture samples, along with a few of their feature images. Sample T17 in the first row has both types of color (the stripes) and luminance (creased surface) patterns. Mir3 flattens the luminance variations, leaving out the stripe pattern, whereas MoR6 emphasizes the topology of the surface and conceals the colored texture. A similar effect is observed for sample T35 on the second row. The two feature images MiR5 and MiR6 differ only in their order's parity (i.e., being odd or even). The odd and the even orders often represent very different characteristics, because an odd order preserves the negative values. For sample T35, MiR5 shows the sample's chromatic pattern, whereas MiR6 reveals the weaving pattern and the subtle lint texture. Feature images for sample T15 on the third row also show the possible divide-and-conquer strategy for feature extraction, that is to separate the lightness and the color textures with different features. In Fig. 9i the type-II moment SiR2 successfully extracts the tenuous lightness profile of the sample. Figure 10 shows the simulated RGB image of sample T02 and five feature images. Each feature image has captured a different essence of the apparent towel texture in the RGB image.
Image patch classification
The results of image patch classification experiment are presented here based on the matrix of accuracy rates A x . Figure  11 shows the per-class accuracy rates by the box-plot of each row of A 1 . The horizontal axis is sorted based on the maximum values. A few number of classes are classified almost T27  T21  T30  T16  T18  T08  T29  T05  T03  T47  T32  T10  T07  T20  T28  T19  T34  T11  T25  T17  T24  T35  T31  T40  T45  T04  T36  T01  T12  T15  T02  T33  T06  T38  T39  T44  T09  T49  T13  T57  T23  T41  T14  T48  T22  T42  T52  T59  T26  T37  T43  T50  T54  T56  T53  T60  T51  T58  T55  T46 texture classes perfectly (e.g., T27), while some others are much more difficult (e.g., T46). The classification accuracy also depends on the choice of the feature; for example, for T27, the accuracy ranges from 100% to less than 40% based on which feature is used. For 2-and 3-feature combinations, to avoid clutter in the diagram, only the sorted maximum values of each row in A 2 and A 3 are shown. Therefore, the x-axis has a different sorting for each plot. The results suggest that combining the features improves the classification accuracy rate. However, more interesting is the average accuracy rate of each feature combination. Figure 12 shows the box-plot of the columns of A 1 matrix. The average performance of the 38 features is close and ranges from 24 to 30%. Showing the box-plots for 2-and 3-feature combinations is not practical due to a large number of possible combinations. Thus, in Fig. 13 only the sorted average accuracy of each combination is shown in two overlapped plots with different x-axes. Compared to the 1-feature case, the gap between the best and the worse combinations is larger here. It is about 17% for 2-feature combination and 23% for 3-feature combination. Combining the features increases the accuracy up to almost 50% with 3 features, whereas the best classification rate using 1 feature was only 30%. The feature names are not shown in Fig. 12 to avoid cluttering. Judging the importance of each feature in a combination is difficult based on Moment order-The order n of the moment feature and its parity (i.e., being odd or even) affect the feature's discriminative power. The order's parity mainly matters for the central moments, i.e., MiR, Mir, and SiR. Subtracting the mean in central moments generates negative values, which are preserved only by the odd powers. The ranking in Fig.  14 shows that for central moments the odd orders are better than even-order counterparts. For example, SiR-3,5 and MiR-3,5 features in 3-feature combinations are the best fea-tures, whereas their even orders are among the worst. For other matters, the order's parity is not essential. For R i features with attribute R in their names, that is MoR, MiR, SoR, and SiR, lower-order features perform better than higher-order ones. This advantage is more prominent when fewer features are combined. For r i features with attribute r in their names, that is Mor, Mir, and Sor, the effect of moment order is inconclusive. For Sor feature, higher order is slightly better, and for Mor and Mir, the order 3 has the best performance. In general, it is safe to say lowerorder features have better or equal performance in most cases, while their computational cost is also lower. In the case of central features, the lowest odd order is order 3. In the case of r features, little advantage can be achieved with middle or higher orders. Raw versus central moment-The scores show that when 1 feature is used raw moments predominantly outperform the central moments, whereas when more features are combined central moments are always part of the compound. This is especially the case in 3-feature combinations, where SiR3,5 and MiR3,5 are the top ranking features. This observation suggests that the provided information by the central moments is secondary to the critical information of the raw moments. However, in combination with them, central moments provide key information to the learning algorithm which improves the result greatly. Mir shows comparably inferior performance in patch classification task, whereas similar plots in mosaic image segmentation rank this feature among the best. Further comment on this observations is provided in the discussion in Sect. 5. Population versus sample moment-Two types of moments were proposed, namely M and S moments. Both types are comparably effective for the given task. However, as a rule of thumb, 1-feature classifier prefers M features to S, while multi-feature classifiers favor the S features as part of the combined feature vector. Considering that the M features describe the spectra as a function of wavelength, whereas S features discard the wavelengths and focus on reflectance levels, this classifier's preference can be explained as follows: For a color image database such as SpecTex, where sample identification based on color is straightforward, wavelengthdependent features are supposedly more successful than features based on the sample luminance. Similar advantages for color features are reported in [46] .
Original R i versus L 1 -normalized r i spectra -The 1-and 2-feature classifiers relatively prefer the features of normalized spectra r to the original R, whereas 3-feature classifier equally favors R features in the combination. Similar explanation to M versus S moments, which was mentioned above, can be used here. The L 1 -normalization emphasizes the shape of the spectrum, which is related to its color. In a database with a high variety of colors, the color features are the prior choice as a feature.
Top feature combinations-The observations that were concluded from Fig. 14 were based on the scoring S x that ranks the features regardless of the combination they belong to. In this section, however, the feature combinations are considered as a whole to identify the most powerful ones. Table  2 The majority of the 2-feature combinations have (1-1) composition. It means that the two features in the combination have complementary attributes. For example, in 87% of the cases, one feature is an R feature, while the other is an r. Also, o attribute is slightly favored over its opponents i. For 3-feature combinations, the cases where all the three features have a similar attribute are extremely rare (i.e., the (3-0) and (0-3) compositions). Also, S, i, and R attributes are favored over their opponents, M, o, and r. This is especially the case with R-r opponent attributes, where in 94% of the times, two R features are combined with a third feature with r attribute.
Finally, the most prominent combinations of two features were either Mor or Sor features, combined with either SoR or SiR2,3,5 features, that is (Sor/Mor) +(SoR/Si R 2,3,5 ). In the case of 3-feature combinations, the most powerful combinations were from the following format: (Sor/Mor)+ (SoR/MoR) + (Si R 3,5 /Mi R 3, 5 ). The order of the terms in these formulations is arbitrary and does not affect the classification result. Per-class analysis- Figure 15 shows an arbitrary page of matrix C x as an example of a classification confusion matrix. The 60 × 60 matrix is shown as an intensity image. To better discriminate the off-diagonal values, the intensities are plotted with a logarithmic scale in the color bar. An element c i j of the matrix indicates the number of test patches in class i which are classified as class j. Thus, the off-diagonal values of the matrix are the misclassified patches. For example, a cluster of off-diagonal values is observable among classes T53-T59. Visual inspection of the confusion matrices reveals that in 1-feature classification the general pattern of the confusion matrix changes depending on the choice of the feature, whereas in multi-feature classification the pattern is stable. This means that combined features are more robust and they decrease the variation of the intra-class classification accuracy rate.
Mosaic image segmentation
The mosaic image segmentation task is tested with three texture analysis methods. With the LBP method, all the F x combinations for x = 1, 2, 3 were tested similar to the first experiment. With the GLCM and Gabor methods only all the combinations of the seven features that were shortlisted in the first experiment were tested. The results of the LBP method with 1-, 2-, and 3-feature combinations show similar trend to patch classification task in Fig. 14, except for a notable difference. The Mir feature had the lowest priority in patch classification, but here, in mosaic image segmentation it is the top ranking choice. This behavior can be linked to the high specificity of the Mir feature because of the normalization, centrality, and type-II wavelength-discarding characteristics.
In a learning task with a few number of classes (16 classes in this task, compared to 60 classes in patch classification), more specific features can better partition the feature space and improve the results, whereas with a large number of classes more robust features are preferred. Figure 16 shows the segmentation error maps of the mosaic image in Fig. 8a according to the color-coded groundtruth image in Fig. 8b . The percentage of correctly segmented pixels is reported below each figure. Figure 16a shows the segmentation using MoR5 moment feature with 71.7% accuracy, the highest 1-feature combination. With only one feature, the method fails to recognize several classes. For example, T3 and T5, which are similar in texture, and T5 and T15, which are similar in color, are repeatedly mistaken for one another. However, combining multiple features improved the results. Figure 16b shows the result for Mir3-Sor5 2-feature combination with 89.4%, and Fig. 16c is Mir3-SiR5-Sor5, the best 3-feature combination with an accuracy rate of 92.4%. The mis-segmentations happened on the border lines, where the feature-collecting window falls on more than one texture class. Another major source of error is in T14 mosaic, where it is mistaken for T10. The two textures are from plastic material samples with very similar colors, only different in the printed pattern. However, the pattern has a spatial span of several tens of pixels, a scale that is beyond the scope of the 21 × 21 feature-collecting window. Figure 16d shows the segmentation result with the RGB variant of LBP in [43] which leads to nine LBP histograms. Although computationally this RGB method with a 9 × 59-dimensional feature vector is more costly than any 3-feature combination, its result is inferior. The segmentation with the RGB LBP variant suffers especially in the border areas, where T19 seems to be leaking to all other borders areas. The last column is the best result between all the 1-7-feature combinations. The numbers in parentheses are the ones with the best result. The error maps for the underlined cases are shown in Fig. 17 Direct adding of the pixels' spectrum to the feature vector to tackle the problem in the border areas is mentioned in Sect. 3.6. Segmentation based on only point-wise features ignores the spatial relations between the pixels, i.e., the texture. Figure 16e shows the results for pixel's spectrum as the feature vector, without using any of the texture analysis methods or the moving window. The segmentation is crisp in border areas, but the method fails entirely in recognizing the tiles as whole entities. Examples of this are the scattered misclassified pixels between T9 and T21, and between T5 and T15, which are very similar in color. However, when the pixel's spectrum was combined with the texture features, the results were improved. Doing so, a segmentation accuracy of 97.0% is achieved in Fig. 16e . Table 3 lists the achieved accuracy rates with all the three texture analysis methods, and with the benchmark features that are tested to compare and evaluate the potency of moment features. For these tests, only a subset of the moment features are tested. These are the ones that had the best performances among features with similar category, but different moment order. These features were MoR1, MiR3, Mor1, Mir3, SoR1, SiR3, and Sor2. The upper part of the table shows the results for moment features, and the lower part for the compared features. The best result among the combinations of 1, 2, and 3 moment features is reported in separate columns (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ), but for the combinations with more components only the highest result is reported in the last column (X 1−7 ). The numbers in parentheses in the last column specify how many components there are in that best combination. In the lower part of the table, for the principal component features all the combinations of the first seven PCs are tested and the best result is reported (PC 1−7 ) . The numbers in parentheses show the number of PCs that achieved the highest accuracy. Table. 3. The columns are ordered as GLCM, Gabor, and LBP. The last row is the best results in the table among Gray, RGB, and CIELab. a GLCM-X 7 -78.2, b Gabor-X 7 -90.6, c LBP-X 7 -93.5, d GLCM-PC-59.6, e Gabor-PC-67.1, f LBP-PC-66.7, g GLCM-Lab-68.0, h Gabor-Gray-69.7, i LBP-RGB-68.9
Computationally, segmentation with a Gray feature is equivalent to a 1-feature combination. The three-dimensional RGB and CIELab features are equivalent to 3-feature combination, and an x-PC combination is equivalent to an x-feature combination. However, the table shows that in all cases, regardless of the texture analysis method, the moment features outperformed the other compared features. The difference of X 1−7 column and each of the RGB, CIELab, and PC columns is about 23% averaged over the three methods, in favor of the moment features. While combining different moment features improves the results, combining more components of other features (as in the case of PC) does not necessarily improve the feature. For example, in segmentation with Gabor, the first principal component alone is better than all the rest of PC combinations.
The segmentation error maps of the underlined cases in Table 3 are shown in Fig. 17 . The columns are the GLCM, Gabor, and LBP methods. The rows are the different features in this order: moment features, PCs, and the best of Gray, RGB, and CIELab. In all the methods, the moment features have less noisy results inside the patches, where features are pure. They also create more crisp borders. More importantly, the patches are better identified as whole entities based on their texture. For example, the strips in T19 are segmented as T15 or T20 with the benchmark features, whereas the moment features have correctly recognized T19 as a single patch in all the methods. Among the methods, LBP and Gabor have close performances, although the quality of the borders that they create is different. The GLCM method is inferior to the other two regardless of the feature. Finally, the Gabor method here with a multi-resolution setup is the only method that fully distinguishes T14 from T10. This is of course because the spatial period of the texture in T14 is bigger than the scope of window in the other two methods.
Discussion
The idea of describing the spectral data with mathematical moments was proposed and extensively studied in this article. The moments provided full-band spectral features directly from the reflectance function without prior band selection or subspace projection steps. Seven categories of moment features were introduced by defining two types of moments, raw and central moments, for the original and the normalized spectrum. A new hyperspectral database of texture images (SpecTex) was collected and published online to study the potentials of the proposed features. The analysis of the feature images showed that features with different attributes could extract and quantify different characteristics from the data.
Two experiments were conducted. The image patch classification test was carried out in a controlled environment with the LBP method to study the four attributes of the moment features and to formulate their best combinations. The test showed that higher orders are not necessarily better. For the central moments the third order was constantly the best. For MoR features, first order was better than others. Mor, SoR, and Sor features were not sensitive to order. Thus, lower orders are recommended considering their less computational requirement. Therefore, among the moments that are listed in Table 1 , the subsets MoR1, MiR3, Mor1, Mir3, SoR1, SiR3, and Sor2 are probably better or as good as the others with the same category for the most part. Furthermore, it was concluded that combining features with complementary attributes is the best practice. Finally, the most successful 2-and 3-feature combinations were formulated: (Sor/Mor) + (SoR/Si R) and (Sor/Mor) + (SoR/MoR) + (Si R/Mi R).
The second experiment was pixel-wise mosaic image segmentation, which was more challenging because of the samples with mixed signatures. The moment features were compared here to existing benchmark features (Gray, RGB, CIELab, and PC) with three texture analysis methods. The results with the LBP method were consistent with the previous findings except for the large improvement in the performance of Mir feature. Attributes S, i, and r eliminate some of the spectrum's characteristics by normalizing or discarding: Type-II moments discard the wavelength information, central moments are translation invariant, and L 1 -normalization cancels out the luminance variations. By excluding this information, these moments focus on the remaining shape characteristic. Therefore, they become less general and more specific. With a few number of classes with inconspicuous differences or in existence of noise, these specialized features can boost the classification performance, especially in combination with generic features. This is the case with the Mir feature in the mosaic segmentation task with only 12 classes, compared to the 60 in the patch classification task.
The results showed that the compared features did not benefit from combinations as much as the moment features. For example, in Table 3 , the best result for PC features was with the first three components only, and even in that case, the performance difference between only the first component and its combination with the other components was little. The elements in the principal components are not complementary members, but they represent the highest variations in orthogonal dimensions. Thus, their combination as scalar features does not necessarily make a better feature vector. It is the same with RGB and CIELab values, where for example the result with only red and blue components was almost similar to all the three components together.
Compared to the benchmark features, the performance of moment features was better both inside each patch and on the border areas, where features are mixed. This fact suggests that the full-band feature extraction strategy and combining features with complementary characteristics lead to more robust features in realistic cases with noise and impure samples. The feature extraction method in this article provides flexibility in composing a desired feature with suitable attributes. Plus, the method is compatible with any number of bands (spectral dimensions). In fact, feature moments can be calculated for the RGB data itself to provide feature vectors with larger number of components that make better feature combinations than the original RGB. Another possibility is to test the proposed features with estimated spectral data from the RGB values. Both the cases above can potentially improve the performance compared to RGB features.
Conclusion
A novel full-band spectral feature extraction method was introduced by applying mathematical moments on the spectral dimension. The features were heavily tested with different methods and compared to other features in analysis of the textures in a new hyperspectral image database. On average, the moment features improved the segmentation results by 23% in comparison with the principal components, RGB, and CIELab features. In combination with point-wise features they achieved an outstanding performance of 97% segmentation accuracy. Qualitatively also the moment features were more robust and performed better in segmenting the crisp borders and identifying the textures as a whole entity. The key idea behind the various attributes of the feature moments was to focus on each of the spectrum's shape characteristics exclusively by normalizing and canceling out the other aspects. Therefore, combining these specialized features with complementary attributes improved the results largely, whereas the benchmark features did not show to benefit from this property. The article provided formulas to tailor the best feature combinations.
